Food waste and citizen science workshop and network
AGENDA
Wednesday June 6th at 12-5pm
At Think Tank Hub Geneva (WMO building, Avenue de la Paix, 7BIS, Geneva, Switzerland)

Time
12:00 - 12:30

Agenda item
Lunch and registration

12:30 - 12:45

Introduction to workshop

12:45 - 13:30

Introduction to participants

13:30 - 14:30

Overview of current food
waste and citizen science
research

14:30 - 14.50

Coffee/funding resources

14.50 - 16:30

New ideas for research
projects

16:30 - 16:40

Next steps for this network
and research ideas

16:40 - 16:55
16:55 - 17:00

Evaluation
Round up and thank you

Short description
For those joining in Geneva this is time to meet each
other and reduce food waste from lunch. For those
joining online this is time to make sure everything works,
you are able to connect and maybe do some online
networking.
Evelin Piirsalu from SEI Tallinn welcomes everyone on
behalf of the project team.
We introduce ourselves through an item/prop which
represents your enthusiasm for or interest in citizen
science and/or food waste.
The SEI project team introduces the scope of the
workshop, how we frame food waste and citizen science,
and present the current research found in literature. We
share two examples if SEI projects that relate to food
waste and citizen science. Participants are then invited to
share additional research projects they know about.
Over coffee we will network and list the existing and
future funding sources that might support research in
this area.
We develop potential research ideas by first describing
our own which we then cluster into groups of related
ideas. In small groups we then develop a more detailed
research concept note for each of these clusters of ideas.
We map our research ideas to the funding streams
identified before and discuss next steps to develop these
ideas into actual submissions. We also discuss what
format this network should take going forwards.
We evaluate what we take away from this workshop.
And we end with a thank you to all who have
participated.

